
Today, your challenge is to look at repeating patterns. A repeating pattern can be simple (known as 
an AB pattern, for example, red, blue, red, blue) or a complex pattern (ABBA for example, red, blue, 
blue, red or even ABBCA ABBC for example red blue, blue green, red, blue, blue, green).  

 
Can you copy and continue these repeating patterns? Maybe 
you could think of some of your own? 

Can you complete Miss Leggett’s challenge? 

What can you make into a pattern? Find simple ob-
jects around the house or garden to make patterns. 
You could start simple (ABABA—knife, fork, knife, 
fork) and then challenge yourself to make more com-
plex patterns (fork, fork, knife, fork, fork, knife). 

 

Can you explain to a grown up what your pattern is? 
You could upload your photos to Tapestry to see if I 
can guess your pattern! 

Play this online game can help you practice your     
patterns: 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-
sequencing/shape-patterns  
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This week, read the story ‘The Three Little Pigs’. If you don’t have the story book to hand, you can 
watch it through this youtube clip: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WR4L_t6IAfc&safe=true  

 

After you have read the story, have a go at completing Miss Leggett’s challenges. You can choose as 
many as you like to complete. 

1. Draw a picture from the story and label the things you have drawn. You 
can use your phonics and tricky words to help you. Parents—please en-
courage children to check their spellings 

 

2. Can you have a go at rewriting the story? You could write a different 
part of the story each day. 

 

3. Can you think of 5 words that rhyme with “pig”? 
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 Practice your Rainbow Sound Cards. How many can you read in a minute? 

 How many of your Tricky Word Bugs can you read? 

 Read your favourite story to a member of your family.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WR4L_t6IAfc&safe=true
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 We will be focussing on spelling high frequency words. With each task I will send home a new set. Try and read 
these words by yourself and have a go at writing them without having to peek at this sheet! Afterwards, as a tricky 

challenge, can you fill in the missing words to finish the sentences? 

He was ____________ the house. 

 

Is ________ in the car? (the bag) 

 

She _________ not in school (now) 

_______ is by himself. 

 

It ________ Monday yesterday. 


